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Oct: Delhi Heritage Tour With Shopping

Full day city tour (0900 hrs to 1630 hrs)
Morning 09:30 AM Pick-up from hotel Pullman.
1000 hrs to 1130 hrs visit Qutab Minar - In 1199, Qutubuddin raised the Qutab Minar
either as a victory tower or as a minaret to the adjacent mosque. It is 72.5 meters high. It is
the highest stone tower in India, one of the finest Islamic structures ever raised and Delhi's
recognized landmark.
1200 hrs – 1300 hrs : Humayun's Tomb - Humayun's senior widow Bega Begum, popularly
known as Haji Begum, built the magnificent Humayun's Tomb in Delhi, in 1565. It is one of the
most beautiful Mughal monuments, with features like high arches and a full double dome.

LUNCH AT DILLI HAAT
1330 hrs to 1630 hrs : Dilli Haat : Designed to invoke the ambience of a traditional village fair,
Dilli Haat is every shopper’s paradise, a foodie's haven and the cultural magnet of the metro
city. A synthesis of ethnic culture, delectable cuisine and regional handicrafts, the market offers a
plethora of traditional crafts and handloom products. In addition to this, the market has savoury
lip-smacking food cuisines from varied parts of India- momos from Nepal, Bamboos hot chicken
from Nagaland, Kahwa & Kebabs from Jammu, Pooranpoli from Maharastra etc.

1630 hrs Drive back to hotel Pullman. Tour END

30 Oct: National Science Center,
Craft Museum, Red Fort Tour
0930 hrs to 1600 hrs (Pick up from hotel Pullman at 0915 hrs)
1000 hrs to 1130 hrs : National Museum The National Museum, New Delhi, as we see it today, has an
interesting beginning. The blueprint for establishing the National Museum in Delhi was prepared by the
Maurice Gwyer Committee in May 1946. An Exhibition of Indian Art, consisting of selected artefacts from
various museums of India was organized by the Royal Academy, London with the cooperation of
Government of India and Britain. The Exhibition went on display in the galleries of Burlington House, London
during the winter months of 1947-48. It was decided to display the same collection in Delhi, before the
return of exhibits to their respective museums. An exhibition was organized in the the RashtrapatiBhawan
(President’s residence), New Delhi in 1949, which turned out to be a great success. This event proved
responsible for the creation of the National Museum.

1145 hrs to 1300 hrs : National Crafts Museum: The National Crafts museum is situated just besides
National Science Centre. It has got some of the best collections of artworks in Asia. You will find some exotic
traditional art works of India.

Delhi Shopping Tour
1345 hrs : Reaching Chandani Chowk
One of the oldest markets in Old Delhi, Chandni Chowk is Old Delhi's main thoroughfare which is a chaotic
shopping street lined by hawkers and porters with narrow lanes offering full medieval bazaar experience.
It is an important historical site of Delhi. It was constructed in the 17th-century b the Mughal ruler of India
Shah Jahan. It is situated opposite the Red Fort and provides a view of the Fatehpuri Mosque.

LUNCH AT CHANDANI CHOWK (Street Foods at Paranthe Wale Gali)

1445 hrs – 1545 hrs : Visit Red Fort - Built in Red Sand stone this imposing fort is 3 kms in parameter with
the height of the wall varying from 18 to 30 meters at places.
1600 hrs Drive back to hotel Pullman (Drive pass to India Gate).

Each Day Costing
Cost: INR 1500 per person or USD 25 (subject to 10 pax travelling
together) on each day
It includes :
 A/C Transport
 English speaking guide for tour
 2 mineral water bottle for each person,
 Toll, parking & all taxes.
It does not include :
 Monuments entrance fee
 Any expense of personal nature such as hard/soft drinks, laundry,
phone/fax calls, tips etc.
 Medical expenses etc.

Book your preference/order in advance to:
By: 25 Oct, 2018
Ravinder Rawat
Deputy Manager - Travel (CIM Global)
Mobile: +91 9650605609, 9910208703
email: ravinder@cimglobal.net
Office Telephone: +91 124 461 7700

